Hanin Zoabi: In Her Own Words

Hanin Zoabi is an Israeli Palestinian-Arab and a member of the Knesset (Israeli parliament), serving in the Balad party, since 2009. Read about who she is in her own words.

On security cooperation between Israel and the PA against Hamas:
“[Abbas]’s military coordination with Israel is a betrayal of the Palestinian people.”

On the two Hamas members who kidnapped and murdered three Israeli teenagers:
“[They’re] not terrorists. They are people that cannot see any way to change their reality, and they are forced to use these means until Israeli society wises up a bit and sees and feels the suffering of the other.”

Giving advice to Hamas on how to defeat Israel:
“We must declare popular resistance instead of security cooperation, besiege ‘Israel’ instead of negotiating with it, and unite instead of splinter.”

Opposing Israel’s right to exist:
“The national plan of our party, the National Democratic Assembly, consists of a fully sovereign Palestinian state within the 1967 borders, and a non-Zionist ‘state of all its citizens’ within the 1948 borders. Note this. In Israel they say to us: ‘Your solution is more dangerous than the one-state solution, because you want a state and a half.’ In Israel they say that we want another Palestinian state.”

Despite these and many other anti-Israel, pro-violence statements, Zoabi is still permitted to sit in the democratically-elected Israeli parliament.